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FACTORS AFFECTING THE PROPERTIES OF 
PUMICE CONCRETE MASONRY UNITS 

CHAPTER I 

GENERAL 

Introduction. ithin very recent years, the pro- 

duction 01' pumice and pumice products has developed into 

an important Oregon industry. Unfortunately, vith new 

industries also come new problems. To solve these 

problems, those concerned are sponsoring programs of 

research to forward the develop sent of their products. 

This research is being concentrated on problns in con- 

nection with the making and use of pumice masonry units. 

It has been the object of this thesis to bring forth more 

information on these phases of the industry. 

Although pumice masonry units have come into use only 

recently, the successful use of pumice as a building 

material in plastic concrete extends back over 2000 years 

where it was used in the construction of the dome of the 

Pantheon and riany other notable structures. In later 

years, it has become an important building material in 

Germany, Japan, New Zealand, and more recently in the United 
States. In this country its use has been confined largely 

to the western and southwestern regions due to its avail- 

ability in these areas. 

After an intensive research program, the US tavy 
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selected pumice for use In the construction of Its 

9,OOO,OOO research station at Inyokern, California. For 

t1Is project, the weight of the pumice concrete was sped- 

fled not to exceed 75 pounds per cubic foot, and the 

strength was to be a minimum of 1OO psi t 28 days. The 

light weight was of great advantage since a pro-cast, 

assembly-15ne technique was employed. The wall and roof 

slabs nere steam cured at a central plant and then trans- 

ported to the building site and assembled. Additional ad- 

vantages were low maintenance, fireproof qualities, and 

the fact that the pumice had a coefilcient of thermal 

conductivity wIch was only one-sixth that of sand and 

gravel concrete and one-half that of expanded shale 

concretes. 

Projects such as these have given an Insight into 
the possibilities of pumice. They have not, however, 

solved the problems of the block manufacturer. The problems 

encountered in using a dry-mix are çuite different from 

those of the plastic concrete. 

Recently, ashington State College has terminated a 

test program in which the dimensional changes of pumice 

masonry units were studied. This included the measurement 

of contraction and expansion in built-up wall panels and in 

the unit blocks themselves. Comparison was made to similar 
sets of sand and gravel blocks. Data were taken over a 
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period of l months under conditions of relative humidity 

varying from 20 to loo per cent. 
Their results indicate that aithougli the actual 

dimensione will vary with humidity, there is a permanent 

net contraction which takes place within about the first 
145 days. 

In bhe field, attempts have been made to lessen 

hrinkege by adding natural sand to the mix and also by 

curing with high pressure steam of 120 to l3 ps3. (3140 to 

3S0 F). Both of these methods have disadvantages. The 

addition of sand leaens the desirable properties resulting 
from the lightweight pumice aggregate ar high pressure 
steam curIng involves far too large an investment for a 

small plant. 
One company In CalIfornia is aterproofing the blocks 

after they have been cured by dip ing them In a sprcial 
solution. No data are available as to shrinkage, but it 
does suggest a possible method in that direction of Im- 

provIng dimensional stability. 

Scope of the Project. It was the purpose of this 

ïroject to determine how varinbles IthIn the masonry units 

themselves affect the properties. The rneatest emphasis 

has been on shrinkage. However, strength, permeability, 
absorption, and density were also studied. Some attention 
was also -Iven to the effect of the curing time and the 



temperature on these properties. 
This investigation il:L be described in two sections. 

First, those tests involving commercially produced units, 
end second, those having to do 'ith the lsbortory prepared 
specimens. Thee latter specimens alloed greater control 
of the mix proportions and. materials as iell as molding 

end curing procedures. 

In the laboratory specimens, care was taken to 

simulate, as fur as practicable, the field conditions. 
Hessens for alterstons and their significance vdll be 

discussed later in the report. 

Material. The pwiice aggregate used in both the 
commercial units end the laboratory specimens was obtained 
from puiice deposits owned by the Central Oregon Pumice 

Company at Bend, Oreon. it is crushed to appropriate size 
and supplied in either of to star&rd gradations. These 

are deslnated Gradation "A" and Gradation "No. 2." The 

particle size distributions are shon inì Fig. i. It is 
apparent that Gradation "A" is the finer of the two ag- 
gregates having a fineness modulus of 27 as compared to 

3.3 for Gradation "No. 2." The aggregate is shIpped in 
bulk by gondola-type railroad cars to the block plant 
locati ons. 
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CHAPTER II 
TESTS ON COMMERCIAL UNITS 

Source. Sets of four blocks each were obtained from 

seven different block manufacturing companies. These 

companies are located in varIous parts of Oregon and 

shington. In requesting these units, it as asked that 
four blocks from the same batch be sent as soon as the 

blocks had been air-cured adequately to be shipped. The 

blocks were to be wrap ed in waterproof paper to prevent 

moisture loss enroute. The blocks were shiped by auto 

freight. All the blocks were of nominal 8 in. x 8 in. x 

16 in., with the exception of one set which was b in. x 

Ö ifl x 16 in. 

Equipment. DimensIonal changes in the specimens 
were measured by means of the dial Euicrometer comparator 

swn in Fig. 2. One division ori the dial indicator 

represented 0.001 inch and the spindle had an overall 

movement of O.2O inches. The support rod for the instru- 

ment was covered with hakelite to reduce the effect of 

teimperature changes tue to handling. Ari Invar reference 

Lar was used to cal ibrate the instrument and to eliminate 

the possibility of erors due to temperature changes or 

other causes. This calibration w.s always !nade before 

taking any measurements and frequently during the course of 

the measurirg. The madmurn temperature variation In the 
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FIg. 2. Dial Micrometer Comparator for Length Determination. - 



room there the niessuring was done did not exceed F. 

Since the invar has s coefficient of thermal eXØanSiOfl of 

0.145 X l0 IrìcIs per Inch per degree F, the riximum 

change in the 16 inch reference bar due to temperature would 

be 0,000072 Inches. 

A laboratory-typo Toledo scales was used to wegh the 

bloc1c. This allowed the weight to he determined accurately 
to 0.01 lb. 

Oven curing was accomplished by means of a manually 

regulated, gas-fired oven three feet high, three feet wide, 

arid two feet deep. 

A moist cure was provided by the laboratory concrete 

curing room. This room w.a 10 t in heig} . t, 6 ft in width, 

and 15 ft in depth. A fine spray was released at ceiling 
height. Ti.e directIon of this spray was diverted from the 
blocks by means of a baffle. The temperature of the room 

was maint.ned at 70 2 F b regulating, the tipersture of 

the spray. The relative humidity was maintained between 

95 and 100 per cent. 
A third method of curing was applied by storing the 

specinions in the plenum chamber of the laboretory heating 
eystem. During the daytime, the temperature was kept 

betwen 125 and 114.5 F. hen the steam was turned off at 
night, the temperature was lowered for a period of approxi- 

mately eight hours. 



The fourth method of curing was by exposurc to the 
ordinery 1abortory atnosphere. The terersture averaged 

7O ±L. F, and the relative hum±dity varied between O and 

70 per cent. 

?rocedure. tthen a set of four blocks arrived, they 

were weighed arid solid-head thuirib tacks were placed on the 
four corners of each end of the specimens as shown in 
Fig. 3. Measuring the dimensions from the high pointe on 

these tacks proved to 1e very satsfectory. It -was possible 
to repeat measurements consistently to O.00O inch. The 

tacks here held securely due to the excellent nsilability 
of the material. easu;'ements were taken at each of the 
four corners. By this means it could be acted if any warp- 

age had taken place in the block. 

One block was placed in the oven which 'das maintained 
at 220 F. After a four-hour period, lt was removed and al- 
lowed to come to room temperture. It was then measured, 

oighed, and replaced in the oven. 3ubseuent measurements 
were made at increasingly longer ntervels. srpage was 

kept to a minimum by freçuent turning whIle in the oven and 

during coolIng. It was not possible to measure the block 
immediately upon removal from the oven ar. to compensate 

for the temperature dffcrence. Th1 was due to the fact 
that moisture evaporating from the block kept it cooler then 
the oven temperature. This difference was very pronounced 
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during the r-irst few hours in t-e oven. After drying to 
constant weicht nd obta1nin dimensional stability, the 

block s placed in the Lloist room in order to detervdne 

trie effect or oiture absorbed subsequent to oven driing. 
The second block was laeed in the plenum chariber. 

Te block as reioved at regii.lcr intervals, alloied to 

come to room tcniperathre. and then measured ari weIghed. 

Pfter a period of 28 days, this block W8S also placed in 
the moist room here rnsurerionts 01' diuensionol change 

v.nd weiCht sere continued. 

The tiird '1ock was roori-cured under lb tory 
conditions of 76 ±b F and 10 to óO per cent relative 
humidity. Changes in dimension and height were recorded 

at regular intervals. 
The fna1 block as placed directly in the moist 

curing room. Care vas taken to keep it from under the 
sprsy and the tack heads were given i coat of presse to 
prevent rusting. 1)itensional cIange arti c1nnge in tieight 

iere recorded at eegulLr intervals as was done in the other 
cases. 

The cttring procedurea just described were repeated 
for each set of four blocks. Additional tests ere per- 
formed on ene or two blocks from individual sets. 

Results. In c-valuating the results of thece tests, 
the precision attained rust be considered. Ths was kept 
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to O.00l inch considering all factors which could con- 

tribute to error. 

The results of the four curing procedures are as 

follows: 

(1) The blocks which were cured at norna1 room 

condition (7ó F, O-7O RH) had undergone the major portion 

of their contraction at the end of 28 days (Fig. 1). At 

the end of that tinie, the dimensions of the blocks became 

fairly stable. 

(2) Blocks kept in the moist room underent no ap- 

reciab1e shrinkac'e as long as they ere kept in that 

atmosphere. T}:'is was determined over period of four and 

a half months (Fig. ). 

(3) The blocks which were placed directly in the 

oven upon arrival underwent very little contraction while 

lcsing hout óO per cent of their total moisture content 

(lower curve in Fig. Ô). It may be seen that approdmately 

o per cent of the shrinkage took place while removing the 

last lo per cent of the moisture. This was typical of all 

the oven-cured blocks tested. It is helieved that this 
condition is due to internal stress resulting from the 
moisture bng nonunhformly distributed throughout the 
block. 

(L.) No curves are shown for the blocks cured in the 

plenum chamber. Because of the wide fluctuations in 
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temperature, these blocks do not represent a specific condi- 

tion of curing. However, the loss of moisture end rete of 

shrinkage were intermediate between the amounts occurring 

in the oven-dried and the room-cured blocks. 

Referring aga. n to Fig. 6, the effect of moisture 

upon en oven-dried block is S:Ofl by uìper curve. One 

block after drying to constant weight was Diaced in the 
moist room for 3 days. It was then subjected to 10 days 

under a fine spray folïowing which it was kept for 27 more 

days in the moist room. After this, it as submerged in 

water for a 10-day period. It can be noted that no ap- 

preciable change took place in the weight or in the 

dimensions as a result of the soaking period. No ap- 

preciable change was noted in the dimensions after about 
one-third of the original moisture had been returned to 
the block. 

Since no shrinkage took place in the block which had 

been cured in the moist room, it was desired to determine 

1,hat changes would occur if subsequently dried, One block 

after having, been in the moist room for seven weeks was 

dried to constant weight in the oven. It was then imiersed 

in water for seven dass. The shrinkage which occurred on 

drying and the subsequent expansion after immersion 

parallel very closely the results shown In Fig. o for a 

block which had been initially oven-dried. It Is 
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interesting to noto that both of these blocks experienced 
a permanent shrinkage equal to the velue reached by the 

room-cured siecimens. 

Discussion. The results of tests made on the com- 

mercial blocks were affected by several factors beyond our 

control. The time which was involved while the blocks were 

onroute from the plants was quite important. Despite the 

precautions taken in packing the blocks, it was seen that 

some sets had lost a considerable amount of moistu'e. As 

thère was no wa to obtain the weights of the blocks at 
the plants, tLi s moisture loss could not be determined. The 

results viere also affected by variation in plant procedures. 
itÌi this in mind, comparisons of results flere made within 

sets rather than between sets. The curves shown represent 
data all taken fri the same set of blocks. These results 

were typical of all of the seven sets tested. 
Soeciicatìons sometimes require a 90-day cure before 

delivery, in the hope that dimensional stability will have 
resulted by that tinie. The results of this investigation 
have shown that this may 3ot be the case. If the blocks 
h ve not been allowed to lose their moisture, they will 
shrink upon drying as much es they will shrink not having 

received the long cure. If the blocks are kept covered 
and the relative humidity does not exceed 60 per cent, the 
major portion of the shrinkage will have taken place in 
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30 days and there should be no need f holding blocks 

in storage longer than that time. 

The amount of shrinkage is a function of the ioisture 

content rather thDn of the ctring time. lioever, the time 

element must be uiverl consideration since the block must 

corne to an ecuilibriuni condition wIthin Itself as hs been 

discussed previously. 
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CHAPTER III 

TESTS ON LABORATORY SPECIMENS 

Scope. In this part of the investigation an attempt 

was nade to determine the effect of several vsritbles 
upon the properties of shrinkage, strength, absorption, 

density, and permeability. Specimens were prepared with 

variations in gradation, lime, additions of sand, and the 

cement content. 

Equipment. A Syntron vibration table (Fig. 7) was 

used to vibrate the laboratory specimens. Although 

designed for Io volts, this mechine was operated on 220 
volts and proved to be çuite adeuate. Three sizes of molds 

were used. The shrinkage specimens iere 2 x 2 x ló Inches, 

the compression and absorption specimens were 2 x 2 x 2 

Inches, and the permeability soecimens were 3 inches In 

height and 6 inches in diameter (FIg. 8). 

Two autoclaves were available to provide the initial 

steam cure (Fig. 9). For all of these tests, the larger 
autoclave was used welch had inside dimensIons of L. x I. x 8 

feet. The temperature was regulated at 1o8 ±2 F by means of 

an automatic teriperature control device. An automatic 

temperature recorder also was used, it was possible to by- 

pass the temperature control and attain tenperatures up to 
2O F (l psi) If desired. 



FIg. 7. Syntron Vibration Table. 
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Fig. 8. A Typical Set of Laboratory Specimens. 



Fig. 9. Large and Small Autoclaves. 
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Unce the shrinkage specimens viere approximately 
the same ienth nc the commercial blocks, it was possible 
to use the same measurIng device. Thumbtacks were again 
used es in the case or the conrterclal units. 

A Baldwin-Southwark testing nuchine was used to break 

the compression specIri .. ens. This had a hydraulic loading 

system with an ultimate capacity of óO,000 lb. For these 
tests, the 6000 and 2)i3OOO lb capacity ranges were used 

having a least reading of 5 lb arid 20 lb respectively. 
The loading spee'l was OO psi per minute and a spherically 
seated loading tool as used. .Prel1nInary tests showed 

that the specimens had to be loaded in the dìrectio fri 

vibrated molded. neceaitated 
coating the ends of the cubes with shellac and cap'ing them 

with plaster of paria. Figure 10 shois a specimen before 
the load was applied and Fig. 11 shows the specimen after 
failure. 

The permeabil!ty test equipment consisted of pressure 
cells where cylindrical specimens 3 inches high and 6 inches 
in diameter could be subjected to hydrostatic pressures up 

to 60 psi. 

Materials. The cement used in these tests was a 

Type I, Portland ceìent rnanuîactured by the Oregon Portland 

Cement Company at Oswego, Oregon. 

The masonry sand used was of a gradation ccparahle 
to that obtained in the Portland area and met the 



Fig. 10. Compression Specimen in 
Testir1 Machine Before Failure. 



Fig. 11. Compression Specimen in 
Testing Machine After Failure. 
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rsquirements for nsonry snd outlined in the ASTM sped- 

flcstiona C 114i4-Ib. This type of sand was used since it 
was desired to obtain as fine a sand as possible that might 

be obtaim.ble ¿t a reasonable price in large quantities. 
The lime was a hydrated Sierra high calcium lime 

manufactured st Sonore, CalIfornia. 
Mixing and Proportioning. All the specimens 'were 

made with the ratio of aggregate to cernent being on a voJuino 

basis. dth the eception of one series, tPis as main- 

tamed at one paru of cernent to sevenparts of aggregate. 

The exception was a series in which the cernant content was 

varied to determine Its effect upon shrinkege. 

All of the mixing was done by hand. ater was first 
added to the aggregete ar mixed for aptrodmetely five 
minutes. This was then followed by the addition of cement 

and five more minutes of mixing. The batches were kept 

small to assure thorough mixing in thet period of time. 

All specimens were given a ton-second vibration which 

resulted in nearly uniform density. 
The specimens were allowed to sot for a telve-hour 

period before being placed in the autoclave. Tils length 
of time ¡ias found necessary in order to move the specimens 

without breakage and to keep varpaga in the autocisve to a 

minimum. Although this pro-set period was longer than that 
used in the field, s preliminary test showed tInt it had no 

appreciable effect on the properties being investigated. 
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The specimens were removed from the eutoc1íve after 

eight hours and stored on racks in the laboratory under the 

same conditions described for the room-cured coriercia1 

Liocks. bach specimen was turned from top to bottom after 

each measurement had been made to minimize warpage. 

Variation in Gradation. It was first deared to 

determine the effect that the amount of fines had on the 

various properties. A series of specs . mens was prepared 

using as a control a mix of one part cement to seven rarts 

of Gradation No. 2 by volume. Portions of this ag.grerate 

were then replaced in amounts of 10, 20, and O er cent by 

a very fine pumice (rtinus 200 mesh). 

Toward the other extreme, a set of specimens was are- 

pared in which all of the fines passing a No. 18 mesh sieve 

were removed. 

The possibility of a gap gradaton was also nvesti 

gated. Previous work on concrete sewer pipe has shown that 

morked improvement with respect to impermeah1ity hua 

resulted when the No. iL. and No. 28 sieve 517es are reduced 

or eliminated. Since these sizes ore the moat uefu1 for 

pumice acoustical plasters, they can be economically 

removed from the pumice aggregate. A series of spcimons 

were prepared with these two sizes removed. 

Results. The effect that the addition of .fnea had 

on shrinkage can be seen in Fig. 12. The shrinkage is 
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shown plotted against time for each of the replacement sets 

and is seen to be directly proportional to the amount of 

fines added. The amount of shrinkage was increased about 

30 per cent for each 10 per cent replacement of the regulcr 

gradation with fines. The length of the specimens had 

become fairly constant after Ebout 18 days. 

Compressive strength was also affected greatly by 

varying the amount of fines (Fig. 13, 114). The strength 

increased nearly Io per cent with the rep1cement of 10 

and 20 per cent of fines and then dropped as this amount 

was increased to 0 per cent. The effect on density and 

absorption was negligible. 

Figure l shows how the value of shrinkage was sí'- 

fected by removing all the fines passing a 148-mesh sieve. 

The :reatest part of the dimensional change took place 

within the first seven days. Although the change took 

place much more slowly n the control set, after about i2 

days the control set was aproximate1y 0 per cent greater 

in shrinkage. This again points out that shrinkage is 

c1ose1 related to loss of moistie. The porous specimens 

with all fines removed reached a nearly constant weight 

after only seven days. 

The effect that removing all the fines has upon 

strength, absorption, and density can he seen in Fig. 16. 

It should be noted that the strength dropped to about 
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i4. 

Fig. iLi.. Variation in the Amount of Fines 

Density Absorption Strength 
Specimens lb/ft3 lb/ft3 (7-day)psi 

Standard Gradation //2 oÓ.0 20.2 8ÌO 

io» Fines Replacement ô8.5 21.0 1150 

20% Fines Replacement ó8.5 20.5 1150 

O% Fines Replacement ó8.1 22.7 870 

Strength 
(28-day)psi 

950 

1200 

1300 

990 
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Fig. 36. Varletion in Gradation 

Specimens 

Standard gradation 

iL and 28 sIeve 
sizes removed 

1i8 sieve size 
removed 

Density 
lb/ft3 

Absorption 
lb/f t3 

Strength Strength 
(7-day)psl (28-day)psl 

63.0 19.7 81.o 1070 

1.O 19.8 9Ii0 1130 

21.0 380 I.9O 
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3 per cent of the control. In addition the permeability 

of these porous s;ecimens was very great. 

The gap-øradation had .ìractically no effect upon 

shrinkage or strenp.th (Fig. 17). The values for absorption 

and density remained the same, and cermeability appeared to 

be improved. 

Specimens Containing Hydrated Lime. In the specimens 

using lime, the lime was added as a replacement for per- 

centages of the cement. This was done on s eipht basis. 

The serles Included specimens having 0, 1, 5, and 10 per 

cent of the cement content replaced. The standard No. 2 

gradation with on aggregate to ceîient ratio of 7 to i was 

used In ti:is series. 
Results. The effect of lime on shrinkage can be seen 

in Fig. 18. The addition of lime in amounts up to 10 per 

cent caused only a slight increase in shrinkage. The effect 

on strength (Fig. 19) ws somewhat greater. The addition 

of 1 per cent lime causes an increase of from 30 to 50 per 

cent in the strength over the control specimens. addition 

of more than i per cent did not affect the strength ap- 
oreciably as compared with the first s'iall amount. 

Absorption d density underwent no noticeable change 

as lime was added (Fig. 20). As litUe as i per cent lime 

did more to improve the resistance to permeability thn any 

other factor. o leakage occurred under a hydrostatic 
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Fie. 20. Additions of Lime 

Density Absorption Comp Strength 
Specimens lb/f t3 lb/f t3 psi 7-day 

1. Standard Grad No. 2 63.0 i8d 800 

2. 1% Lime Replacement 63.0 19.1 1050 

3. 5% Lime Replacement 63.8 18.7 11!O 

14. 10, Lime Replacement 61.0 19.1 1170 

Comp Strength 
psi 28-day 

930 

i1a.o 

1320 

1360 
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pressure of psi maintained for a period of three weeks. 

Additions of Masonry Sand. In this series of tests, 

masonry sand was added to the mix as a replacement for 

various percentages of the pumice agregate. The standard 
Gradation "A" was used and measurements were made in a 

volume basis. An aggregate to cement ratio of 7 to i was 

again used for all the specimens In this serles. The first 

set of specimens contained one part of masonry sand and 13 

parts of pumice. The second set contained a sand to pumice 

ratio of i to Ô, and the third, 2 to 5. These were compared 

to a control set In wl.Lich no eplacement os used. 

Results. The results obtained from the shrinkage 

specimens can he seen In Fig. 21. It may he noted that 

there as no noticeable shrinkage difference at the end of 
28 days. At the end of this period, the major portion of 

the shrinkage had taken piace. 
The effect that the athiltion of masonry sand had on 

strength is shown in Fig. 22. The strength of the sped- 

mena containing one part of sand to 13 parts pumice was 

about ]J.O per cent of the control mix. However, the addi- 
tion of E:l'ester amounts of masonry sand were not as 

effective in Increasing strength. It ahould he noted that 

all the sets of this serles containing sand cere higher in 
strength than the control which used only pumice as an 

aggregate. 
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Both of the properties, absorption and density, were 

affected by the addition of sand (Fig. 23). As the sand 

content was increased, the density increased proportionate- 

ly. The specimens which contained two parts of sand to live 
prts of pumice were 30 per cent higher in density that the 

contro]. specimens containing only pumice. The decrease in 

absorption was also proportional to the iount of sand 

used. 

VariatIon in the Cement Content. The finer Gradation 

"A" was used for this series. Specimens were made which had 

o ratio of cement to aggregate of i to 5, 1 to 9, and the 

control thIch had a i to 7 mix. All proportioning was done 

on a volume basis snd shrinkage was the only property 

measured. 

Results. The results of this test are shown in Fig. 
21. The shrinkae can be seen to be proportional to the 

amount of the cement added. There was epprodmately a 10 

per cent increase in shrinkage for the richer mix over the 

control and a similar decrease in shrinkage for the leaner. 
DiscussIon of' Results. Although the objective of 

this thesis was to investigate the properties of masonry 

units with emphasis on shrinkage and strength, the prop- 

erties of density, absorption, ;nd pírmeahility may often 
he of ecua1 importance. 

None of the ingredients which were varied affected 
all of the properties favorably. For example, when fines 



Fig. 23. Additions of Sand 

Dens1t Absorption Strength 
Speciriens lb/fti lb/ft3 psi (7day) 

Standard radstion A 63.8 19.3 910 

7 Sand (Volume Basis) 17.8 1225 

iL% Sand (Volume asis) 73.5 17.5 1070 

28% Sand (Volume Basis) 83.0 l.8 l0ô0 

Str e t h 
psi (28day) 

1100 

i5Io 

1290 

1200 
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(200 minus) were used es a replacement for 20 por cent of 

the regular gradation, strength as increased rkodly but 

this wns accompanied b a very detrienta1 effect on the 

shrinkage orooertïes. The addition of rnsonry sand in 

small quantities aided strength very ap.)reciably. In this 

case the shrinkage was not affected but the density of the 
concrete was ncressed. 

The problem then becomes one of balancing the 
beneficial results against the detrimental results with a 

chan;e in one of the variables. This imedictely eliminates 

excessive amounts of various ingredients. For instance, 
additions of fines over 10 per cent did not further increase 

strength properties but continued to increase the harmful 

effects as to shrinkage. Sirularly, aniounta of lime in 

excess of one or two per cent could not be justified. The 

addition of more then to 7 per cent send exceeds the 
optimum for gain in strength while continuIng to increase 

density. 
Because of Its effect upon shrinkage, the cement 

content should e kept to a minimum. Adding excessive 

fines to increase the strength is not advisable es the 

addition of fines increases the shrinkage to a greater ex- 

tent than other methods for the same gain in strength. The 

strength can be increased by the addition of lime or sand 

not in excess of the amounts stated previously. 
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Since the density of pumice concrete is usually well 

below the minimum required, the resulting small increase 

in density can be tolerated. 
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSIONS 

From the results of the tests on both the commercial 

blocks and the laboratory specimens, the following con- 

clusions have been drawn: 

(1) The shrinkage that takes place due to curing is 

negligible as compared with the shrinkage caused by moisture 

being removed from the block. 

(2) It appears that the shrinkage is in direct pro- 

portion to the amount of water removed from the block. 

This is only true providing that the moisture in the block 

is evenly distributed throughout the unit. 

(3) The addition of fines is detrimental to shrinkage. 

However, a certain amount of fines is needed to obtain ap- 

preciable strength ar. impermeability. 

(ii.) The addition of a small amount of lime increases 

the strength considerably with little effect on shrinkage. 

() The addition of masonry sar did not affect the 

amount of shrinkage. Sand increased the strength greatly 

when small amounts iere added. This strength increase 

dropped off when the aiount exceeded about 7 per cent of the 

total aggregate content. 

(6) The anount of absorption was decreased as in- 

creaaingly more sand was added. 



added. 

(7) The density increased with the amount of sand 

(8) The amount of shrinkage is directly proportional 

to the cement content. 

(9) The removal of all of the material passing a 

No. 8 mesh sieve and retained on a No. 28 mesh sieve had no 

effect upon shrinkage and increased the strength appreciab- 

ly. Other properties apìeared to be unaffected. 

Suggestions for Further Research 

(1) Further research is needed to determine the 

optimum sar. content. 

(2) Invostigations should be made with variDus air 

entraining agents. 

(3) InvestigatIon should be continued to determine 

optimum combination of the materials studied in this pro- 

ject. 

(li) Permeability should be given more attention In 

future investigations. 

() The effect of curing conditions upon strength 

as well as shrinkage needs further investigation. 
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